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ABSTRACT 
 

Background: Outlier detection has recently become an important problem in many industrial and 

financial applications. The proposal in this paper is based on detect an outlier in circular data by 

the local density factor (LDF). The name of local density estimate (LDE) is justified by the fact 
that we sum over a local neighborhood compared to the sum over the whole circular data 

commonly used to compute the kernel density estimate (KDE). 
 

Methods: We discuss new techniques for outlier detection which find the outliers by comparing 

the local density of each point to the local density of its neighbors in circular data. In our 
experiments, we performed simulated two data sets generated a set of circular random variables 

from von Mises distribution with different sizes and each have two clusters non-uniform density 

and sizes, then we used (LDF) algorithm. 
 

Results: The results show that (LDF) algorithm detect an outliers in five samples named as A, B, 

C, D and E using von Mises concentration parameter (k( and suitable smoothing parameter (h) 

for two different datasets. 
 

Conclusion: It can be concluded from the present study that the proposed method (LDF method) 

can be very successful for the outlier detection task in circular data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Circular data can be measured either in degrees, when they are distributed in the Interval [0̊,360̊ ), 

or in radians, in the interval [0 , 2π). Circular data can arise in contrasting scientific fields such as 

earth sciences, meteorology, biology, physics, psychology, image analysis, and medicine. A 
special statistical measure is needed to deal with circular data. Between 5% and 10% of any set of 

statistical data are surprising points that are often called outliers. They may unduly affect the 

statistical analysis and the final outcomes [6]. Outlier detection is an important and attractive 
problem in knowledge discovery in large data sets. The majority of the recent work in outlier 

detection follow the framework of Local Outlier Factor (LOF), which is based on the density 

estimate theory. However, LOF has two disadvantages that restrict its performance in outlier 
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detection. First, the local density estimate of LOF is not  accurate enough to detect outliers in the 

complex and large databases. Second, the performance of LOF depends on the parameter k that 
determines the scale of the local neighborhood [5].Recently, Taylor (2008) proposed a plug-in 

selector for the case of circular data for the estimator with the von Mises kernel. The selector of 

Taylor (2008) uses from the beginning the assumption that the reference density is a von Mises to 
construct the AMISE. 
 

For circular data it is appropriate the use of the von Mises function which is the circular Gaussia n 

[3]: 
 

 
 

Where )(rI  is the modified Bessel function of order r  and the concentration parameter  has 

the role of the inverse of the smoothing parameter h .  Large values of   lead to highly variable 

estimations whereas small values provide over smoothed circular densities [7]. 
 

A circular observation can be seen as a point on the unit circle, and represented by an angle 𝜃 ∈
[−𝜋, 𝜋). It is periodic, i.e. 𝜃 = 𝜃 + 2𝑚𝜋 for 𝑚 ∈ 𝑍 which sets apart circular statistical analysis 

from standard real-line methods [11]. Recent accounts are given by Jammalamadaka and 

SenGupta [12] and Mardia and Jupp [13].Kernel density estimation and kernel smoothing 

methods in general, are classical topics in nonparametric statistics. [19] and [20] have been 
brought up the kernel density methodology indifferent contexts, on the other hand, [21] present 

some background on kernel density estimation for linear data and directional data which is 

focused in the issue of error measurement and expressions for the AMISE of the estimator and the 
exact MISE for particular cases of mixtures are obtained, in both the directional and the 

directional-linear context. 
 

Beyond the linear case, kernel density estimation has been also adapted to directional data, that is, 
data in the q-dimensional sphere [17]. For the particular case of circular data, there are more 

recent works dealing with the problem of smoothing parameter selection in kernel density 

estimation [7] and [3]. [18] studied the kernel density estimator on the q-dimensional torus and 

propose some bandwidth selection methods. An alternative motivation for the kernel density 
estimator is provided recently in [16] by smoothing the empirical distribution function that 

justifies the use of asymmetric kernels while considering density estimation for non-negative 

random variables. 
 

Since we do not make any assumption about the type of the density, we use a nonparametric 

kernel estimate to estimate the density of majority data points  [14].Data points belonging to 

different model components may have different density without being outliers. Consequently, 
normal points in some model components may have lower density than outliers around points 

from different model components [2].In this paper, we propose a local density estimate (LDF) to 

compute the kernel density estimate (KDE) to detect outliers in circular data when the data follow 
a von Mises distribution. The name of local density estimate (LDE) is justified by the fact that we 

sum over a local neighborhood compared to the sum over the whole circular data commonly used 

to compute the kernel density estimate (KDE).  The circular distance is considered as a statistic 

test to identify outliers in this estimation. 
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2. MOTIVATION FOR THE CIRCULAR KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATO 
 

We consider estimation of the density for circular data, i.e. an absolutely continuous circular 

density )(f [15]. 

 

Let 
*Cf n  where 

*C  denotes the set of periodic analytic functions with a period 2 . 

We say that nf  is an approximate identity if: 

 

 

 
 

Given a random sample n ,...,1  for the above density, the kernel density estimator may be 

written as:  
 

 
 

In this method, for n  data samples of dimensionality dim ; the distribution density can be 

estimated as:  
 

 
 

where K  is a kernel function (satisfying non-negativity and normalization conditions)and )( ih   

are the bandwidths implemented at angular i . 

 

If 𝐾 is a probability density function, then the sample smoothing estimator �̃�(𝜃𝑖) is automatically 

a probability density function by Terrell and Scott [14]. 
 

We consider the circular kernel density estimator using the wrapped Cauchy kernel that is given 

by: 
 

 
 

If we have the wrapped Cauchy distribution with location parameter 𝜇 and concentration 

parameter 𝜌 is given by: 
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that becomes degenerate at 𝜃 = 𝜇 as 𝜌 → 1. 
 

In our case, we can define the function as in [2]: 
 

 
 

where (.)kd denotes the distance to the k th nearest neighbor of angular i . 

 

This can be used to select a scale that is appropriate for circular data. 
 

Since we are interested in detecting outlier data samples based on comparing them to their local 
neighborhood, the sum in Eq. (2.1) needs only to be taken over a sufficiently large neighborhood 

of an angular  . Let )(N  denotes the smallest arc lengths between two points   and   

along the circumference and   is nearest neighbors of an angular  . 
 

Thus, from Eq. (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain the following formula for distribution density at i : 

 

 
 

 
 

Here, 
 

 
 

is a circular distance between two angles i  and j . 

 

Observe that circular distance from Eq. (2.6) may be very small if there is a neighbor i very 

close to sample j . In such a case, it is possible to misleadingly obtain a large density estimate 

)(~
jq  . To prevent such issues and increase the robustness of the density estimation, following 

the LOF approach [8], we computer each ability distance for each sample j  with respect to an 

angular i  as follows: 

 

 
 

where )( ikd   is the distance to k th nearest neighbor of an angular i . Eq. (2.7)prevents the 

distance from j  to i  to become too small with respect to the neighborhood of an angular i . 
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We obtain our local density estimate (LDE) by replacing the Euclidean distance in Eq.(2.5) with 

the reach ability distance: 

 
 

 
 

Local density estimate (LDE) is justified by the fact that we sum over a local neighborhood 

N compared to the sum over the whole circular data commonly used to compute the kernel 

density estimate (KDE), as shown in Eq. (2.2). 
 

3. THE PROPOSED METHOD 
 

LDE is not only computationally more efficient than the density estimate in Eq.(2.1) but yields 
more robust density estimates. 

 

LDE is based on the ratio of two kinds of distances: 
 

1- The distance from a point j  to its neighbors i  and 

 

2- Distances of the neighboring points i  to their k -th neighbors. 

Namely, the exponent term in Eq. (2.9) is a function of the ratio ,
)(

),(

ik

ijk

d

rd




 which specifies 

how is the reach ability distance from j  to i related to the distance to the k -th  nearest 

neighbor of i . In fact, we use )( ikd   as a "measuring unit" to measure the circular distance 

),( ijd  . 

 

If )(),( ikij dd   , then the ratio 
)(

),(

ik

ijk

d

rd




 is equal to one (since )(),( ikijk drd   ), 

which yields the maximal value of the exponential function ( )
2

1
exp(

2h
 ). 

 

Conversely, if )(),( ikij dd    then the ratio is larger than one, which results in smaller 

values of the exponent part. The bandwidth h  specifies how much weight is given to )( ikd  .  

The larger h , the more in influential are the k  nearest neighbors that are further away. The 

smaller h ,the more we focus on k  nearest neighbors. Observe that we compare a given point j  

to its neighbors in 𝛼𝑁𝛽(𝜃𝑗). It is importantthat the neighborhood )( jN   is not too small 
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(otherwise, the density estimation would not be correct). Overly large   does not influence the 

quality of the results, but it influences the computing time (to retrieve  nearest neighbors).  

Having presented an improved local version of a nonparametric density estimate, we are ready to 

introduce our method to detect outliers based on this estimate. In order to be able to use LDE  to 

detect outliers, the local density values )( jLDE   need to be related to the values of neighboring 

points. We define Local Density Factor (LDF) at a data point as the ratio of average LDE  of its 

  nearest neighbors to the LDE  at the point: 
 

 
 

where, c  is a scaling constant. 
 

The scaling of LDE  values by c  is needed, since )( jLDE   may be very small or evenequal to 

zero (for numerical reasons), which would result in very large or eveninfinity values of LDF if 

scaling is not performed, i.e., 
 

If 0c  in Eq. (3.1) Observe that the LDF values are normalized on the scale fromzero to
c

1
. 

Value zero means that 



)(

)(
)(

ji N

i

j

LDE
LDE

 


  while value 

c

1
 means that 

.0)( jLDE   The higher the LDF  value at a given point (closer to 
c

1
) the more likely the 

point is an outlier. 
 

Let i
 be the covariance matrix estimated on the   data points in )( iN  . If weuse a 

general Gaussian kernel with covariance matrices i
, then Eq. (2.5)becomes: 

 

 
 

where 





12 )()(),(
i ij

T

ijijd    is the Mahalanob is distance of vectors𝜃𝑖 and 

𝜃𝑗 . 

 

Let ),...,,( 21 kdiagA   be diagonal matrix of eigenvectors, ],...,,[ 21 kV   is matrix of 

eigenvectors of the covariance matrix )(i
 and )(  is the mean of vectors in the N  

neighborhood. Then we can write 
2),( ijd 


 according to [2] as: 
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where  
 

 
 
Therefore, Eq. (3.2) can be, using Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (2.6) represented in the form: 
 

 
 

Now, analogous to Eq. (2.9), we may generalize the LDE measure to: 
 

 
 

Equation (3.6) can be replaced within Eq. (3.1) to obtain generalized measure of the local density 

factor. 
 

Now, we can summary LDE method for circular data by this algorithm: 
 

1- Generalize the 𝐿𝐷𝐸 measure: 
 

 
 

    2- Define Local Density Factor (LDF) at a data point as the following:  
 

 
 

where, c is a scaling constant. 
 

3-   If 𝑐 = 0; then 𝐿𝐷𝐹 values are normalized on the scale from zero to 
1

𝑐
 , otherwise, the higher 

the 𝐿𝐷𝐹 value at a given point (closer to 
1

𝑐
) the more likely the point is an outlier. 
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4. EXPERIMENTS 
 

In all of our experiments, we have assumed that we have information about thenormal behavior 
(normal class) and rare events (outliers) in the data set. Recall that LOF algorithm [8] has been 

designed to properly identify outliers as data samples with small local distribution density, 

situated in vicinity of dense clusters. 

 

To proposed our LDF algorithm, we created two data sets 1Dataset  and 2Dataset  and we 

generated synthetic data sets similar to those used in [2], but in [2], data sets gave these algorithm 

for linear data and we give LDF algorithm for circular data in our paper. 1Dataset  is generated a 

set of circular random variables from the von Mises distribution )5;180( CN with 100n  

shown in Figure 1 with curve of Taylors bandwidth [3] and Hall, Watson and Cabrera [10] 
proposed LSCV and MLCV curve to maximize the cross validation loglikelihood with respect to 

the bandwidth parameter. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Simulated data sets with two clusters of Dataset1: Four outliers are marked with A, B, D and E 

 

1Dataset contains a Gaussian cluster, two clusters non-uniform density and sizes (with 24 and 29 

data samples) and four clear outliers DBA ,,  and E . Data sample C  does not belong to the 

1Cluster , but as argued in LDF is should not be regarded as an outlier, since its local density is 

similar to its neighbors' local densities. Although points C  and D have equal distances to their 

closest clusters ( 1Cluster  and 2Cluster correspondingly), the difference in clusters density 

suggests that D  is an outlier while C  is a normal data point. As shown in Figure 2, the proposed 

LDF correctly identify the outliers DBA ,,  and E  in 1Dataset  represented as circles, these 

circles identify the outlier factor value when bandwidth 1h  without classifying C  as an 

outlier. 
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Figure 2: Results on two cluster data set in Figure 1 for k = 5 and h = 1: LDF. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Simulated data sets with two clusters of Dataset2: Two outliers are marked with A and C. 

 

We illustrate the main problem of LDF on the second data set with two clusters of different 

densities. 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡2 is generated a set of circular random variables from the von Mises 

distribution 𝐶𝑁(90°; 3)with 𝑛 = 125  shown in Figure 3 with contains 44 points in the 

dense𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟1, 25 points in sparse 𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟2 and two outstanding outliers 𝐴and 𝐶(marked with 

stars). 
 

While samples 𝐴and𝐶 are clearly outliers, we regard samples𝐵 and 𝐷as outliers in analogy to 

sample 𝐷 from 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡1 (see Figure 1). Like sample𝐷 in𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡1, their local density is lower 

than the local density of their neighbors from𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟2. In other words, samples𝐵 and𝐷 are not 

too far from the closet cluster to be regarded as normal data points. However, the outlier values 

for points𝐴 and𝐶 should be significantly larger than for points𝐵and𝐷. Forℎ = 5,LDF detects two 

outliers𝐴 and 𝐶in Figure 4. As we can see, the proposed LDF algorithm identify samples on 

boundaries of clusters as outliers in different two data sets of circular data. 
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Figure 4: Results on two cluster data set in Figure 3 for k = 3 and h = 5: LDF. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

Kernel density function is now proposed to identify outliers in the circular data. It depends on two 

main points: first, generalized measure of the local density factor (LDF) using a circular distance 
between two angles with replace this distance by reachability distance and then we created two 

data sets have von Mises distribution with different sample size. Every data sets have two clusters 

non-uniform density and sizes and the proposed method (LDF method) can be very successful for 
the outlier detection task. 
 

Undoubtedly, one of the main issues in kernel estimation is the appropriate selection of the 

bandwidth parameter. A straightforward extension of the proposed estimator can be found in the 
multiple circular data, considering a multidimensional random variable. In this case, the circular 

part of the estimator should be properly adapted including a multidimensional kernel and possibly 

a bandwidth matrix. 
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